Motor Carrier Transportation Advisory
Committee (MCTAC) Agenda
Thursday, October 14, 2021 | 8:30 am to 10:30 am
Click here to join the meeting 971.277.1965 Conference ID 960844833#
Agenda/Meeting Materials: https://www.oregon.gov/odot/MCT/Pages/MCTAC.aspx
Time
Topic
8:30 – 8:40

10 min

01

Welcome & Meeting Minutes Approval

Action

Lead

Decision

All

Discussion

Michelle Bowlin

Discussion

James Buell

Objective:
Approve July 2021 meeting minutes.
8:40 – 8:50

10 min

02

Oregon Administrative Rule Changes
Objective:
Elicit feedback and comment on OAR changes.

8:50 – 9:10

20 min

03

New Carrier Education Program

9:10 – 9:40

30 min

04

Objective:
Elicit feedback and comment on Rule modifications related to the passing of HB 3055.
Michael Bufalino
Weight Mile Tax Evasion Study
Informational
& Tony Knudson
Objective:
Provide update and findings to industry regarding the Weight Mile Tax Evasion study.

9:40 – 9:55

15 min

05

Bridge Load Ratings & Restriction Notices

Informational

Anthony Barghini

Objective:
Inform industry of current weight restricted bridges and new load ratings.
9:55 – 10:10

15 min

06

Oregon Transportation Plan & Highway Plan

Informational

Erik Havig

Objective:
Educate industry and create awareness around freight connections as they align with current and
upcoming plans.
10:10 – 10:25

10:25 – 10:30

15 min

5 min

07

Administrators Report Out

08

Objective:
Provide high level overview of what’s to come at the Division level.
Agenda Build
Discussion

Informational

Amy Ramsdell

All

Objective:
Identify potential topics for upcoming agendas.
Next Meeting: TBD

ONE ODOT
October 14, 2021 Agenda
MCTAC – Motor Carrier Transportation Advisory Committee

Motor Carrier Transportation Advisory
Committee
Thursday, October 14, 2021

Housekeeping
• Today’s presentation is being recorded.
• Please mute your microphone in the Teams application if you are using
the application as your visual and calling in via phone for your audio.
Turn down your desktop sound as well.
• Please mute your microphone if you are not speaking.
• Please introduce yourself and with whom you are associated before
speaking.
• We will pause throughout the presentation to allow time for questions.

MCTAC Minutes - July 27, 2021
Attendees:
Andrea Comer, ODOT-CCD
Amy Ramsdell, ODOT-CCD
Audrey Lawson, ODOT-CCD
Elisha Brackett, ODOT-CCD
Carla Phelps, ODOT-CCD
Sven Johnson, ODOT-CCD
Jana Jarvis, Oregon Trucking Association
Mark Gibson, Oregon Trucking Association

John Golly, Associated Oregon Loggers
Jason Lawrence, ODOT-CCD
James Buell, ODOT-CCD
Charlie Hutto, ODOT-CCD
Margaret Geer, ODOT-DMV
Jonathan Wilson, FMCSA
Kristan Mitchell, Oregon Refuse and Recycling

May MCTAC minutes approved.
CCD Over-Dimension Permitting Project
Audrey Lawson: CCD has formally kicked off our Over-Dimension Permitting Program Replacement
Project. We are excited to introduce this innovative technology. This project is considered a
transformational project and is part of ODOT’s Strategic Action Plan. We will join 43 other states by
adopting an automated over-dimension permitting system. We have been working with neighboring
jurisdictions who have already implemented their systems, learning from their experience to improve
our project planning. Our plan is to adopt a new system and “go live” with that system in the 2023-25
biennium. Benefits of new system highlighted (see slides). We are not expecting to introduce anything
new to these business practices and see our system as being very much in line with those other
jurisdictions have employed. Part of the project will be a formalized communications plan to ensure
that stakeholders are informed on the project.
Jana Jarvis: OTA is uniquely positioned to help in communications and collecting industry feedback, so
please let us know how we can help.
Amy Ramsdell: This is a large project that will probably be rolled out in phases as new features are
added and ready for external use. The project is co-sponsored by our ITS staff that own the TripCheck
system, so we anticipate an integration of features there.
Audrey Lawson: This is just the introduction of the project, and we look forward to updating the
committee regularly throughout.
2021 Oregon Legislative Debrief and Next Steps
Elisha Brackett: A few “small impacts” bills to start. HB 2168 makes Juneteenth (June 19) an official
holiday, so our offices will be closed on that day in the future. HB 2498 requires us to provide the option
for an owner or operator of a vehicle to be identified as deaf or hard of hearing. SB 636 requires state
agencies to mail statutory-required notices to PO Box addresses if such an address is on file, and/or the
account identifies a PO Box as their preferred place to receive correspondence.
HB 3055 was the ODOT omnibus bill. This bill had three effects on CCD. First, it bifurcated Oregon chain
law into a failure to carry and failure to use distinction, both now carrying separate penalties. The state
is hopeful carriers will carry and use traction devices. Does the committee have any ideas on how to
maximize compliance?

Mark Gibson: It seems that most of these violations are committed by out-of-state carriers, as you surely
know. The challenge seems to be trying to find ways to work with other jurisdictions and other
associations outside of Oregon to get help in spreading the word that these laws will be enforced and
they come with a hefty fine.
Jana Jarvis: Is this splitting unique? Maybe you could send something directly to those who have
previously been cited for noncompliance. Also, is signing a solution? Can you post signs, maybe
seasonally, at weigh stations and POEs?
Amy Ramsdell: Mark is correct that most violations are from out-of-state carriers. We find that there
are many drivers that carry chains but do not use them, hence the splitting of the offenses. We have
reached out to repeat offenders, and in many cases we are told it’s a matter of drivers not following
company orders of compliance. We are working with Delivery and Operations to look for ways to
improve signage, yes, especially along I-84. In the past, D&O have worked with private entities to setup
chain supplies for those who find themselves in winter conditions without chains. We could work with
them to improve marketing for those occasions, as well as helping when and where to set those up. We
definitely see a lot of work ahead of winter weather to better communicate things externally.
Jana Jarvis: Please make sure signs come down after chain season. Also, if CCD provides me with
something to send to the other 48 associations, I can get the message out and hopefully that helps with
compliance in Oregon.
Elisha Brackett: Second, 3055 just cleans up language to make clear the charging of interest on weightmile tax. Third, from sponsorship from OTA, we (CCD) will develop a new Motor Carrier Education
Program, one that can now be outsourced to third-party agents to deliver the Education Program. The
last bill, HB 2985, ODOT will ensure that advisory committees reflect the diversity of the state, as
determined by the most recent census data. This means that this table will soon need to reflect that
diversity.
Jana Jarvis: It may be a challenge to get this committee to reflect the state’s diversity. I know this is
important, but there isn’t much racial diversity, in particular, within the trucking industry as far as I can
tell.
Amy Ramsdell: We are charged with finding that diversity. We will reach out to the industry and find
those members of the industry to sit at the table here. More details on this will come, for sure.
Size and Weight Considerations for Emergency Waivers
Charlie Hutto provided a quick rundown of emergencies, what they are, who declares them, and what
size and weight enforcement looks like in an emergency.
FMCSA Entry-Level Driver Training (ELDT)
A quick info update from Jonathan Wilson based on questions from the last MCTAC. Quick recap of ELDT
final rule and amendments that set the compliance date of February 7, 2022. Details on Training
Provider Registry. There was a question in the last MCTAC about costs: for those looking for that, there
is a full cost analysis in the final rule, which can be found online
(https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/12/08/2016-28012/minimum-trainingrequirements-for-entry-level-commercial-motor-vehicle-operators). More resources provided in the
slides.

Administrator’s Report
Amy Ramsdell: As mentioned earlier, we will be making some additions/changes to the MCTAC body as
we want to diversify the voices and experiences here at the table, particularly concerning regulatory
impacts on the industry and how we can improve services. We are hoping to have some initial invites
out by October. We also hear concerns about call wait times, and we plan to have some responses to
that in October, too. A quick look at things we (CCD) are working on: identifying proper methodology
for regular WMT evasion study; bridge load rating projects; restriction notices; and service
improvements, including new online services. We will report on these items in upcoming meetings. We
can also discuss STIP funding for freight-focused projects.
Agenda build: (1) Have Jonathan Wilson come back with any updates on the ELDT, and (2) any sort of
recap on fire season that may be available.

Oregon Administrative Rules
Presented by Michelle Bowlin, Vehicle Registration Manager

Oregon Administrative Rule Changes
740-200-0010 and 740-200-0040
• Replaces year 2021 with 2022

740-200-0020
• Corrects CFR chapter names
• Replaces year 2021 with 2022

740-035-0145
• Corrects form names
• Adds “information” to account for info not
received on a document or form, i.e.
internet submission, phone conversation,
etc.
• Removes ORS 184.616 as statutory
authority (repealed in 2017)

740-015-0020

• Removes specific reference to use of
computer to accommodate use of any
digital device (tablet, smartphone)
• Corrects web address for Oregon Trucking
Online
• Updates language and replaced “file” with
“account”

740-015-0030 and 740-015-0100
• Corrects web address for Oregon Trucking
Online

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-035-0145
Application for New Permit Authority

(1) Applications for new Class 1A intrastate permit authority must be accompanied by the
following:
(a) A filing fee in the amount provided in ORS 825.180;
(b) An “Application For Class 1A Permit,” ODOT Form Number 735-9745;
(c) An “Application For Motor Carrier Account,” ODOT Form Number 735-9075;
(d) Certification of liability and cargo insurance coverage as required by OAR 740-040-0010,
740-040-0020, and 740-040-0030; and
(e) Information or documentation of the form of business organization for the motor carrier that
shows the business and any assumed business name is properly registered in the Business
Registry maintained by the Oregon Secretary of State.
(2) Applications for new Class 1B intrastate permit authority to transport household goods in
local cartage service under ORS 825.240 must be accompanied by the following:
(a) A filing fee in the amount provided in ORS 825.180;
(b) An “Application for Motor Carrier Account,” ODOT Form Number 735-9075;
(c) Certification of liability and cargo insurance coverage as required by OAR 740-040-0010,
740-040-0020, and 740-040-0030; and
(d) Information or documentation of the form of business organization for the motor carrier and
that the business and any assumed business name is properly registered in the Business Registry
maintained by the Oregon Secretary of State.
(3) Applications for new Class 1R intrastate permit authority to transport passengers for-hire in
other than as a regular route, full-service, scheduled carrier, must be accompanied by the
following:
(a) A filing fee in the amount provided in ORS 825.180;
(b) An “Application For An Oregon Intrastate Permit To Transport Persons (Except In Regular
Route, Full-Service Scheduled Transportation),” ODOT Form Number 735-9751;

(c) An “Application For Motor Carrier Account,” ODOT Form Number 735-9075;
(d) Certification of liability insurance coverage as required by OAR 740-040-0010, and 740-0400020; and
(e) Information or documentation of the form of business organization for the motor carrier and
that the business and any assumed business name is properly registered in the Business Registry
maintained by the Oregon Secretary of State.
(4) Applications for new Class 1P intrastate permit authority to transport passengers, for-hire in
regular route, full-service, scheduled transportation, must be accompanied by the following:
(a) A filing fee in the amount provided in ORS 825.180;
(b) An “Application For A 1P Permit Oregon Intrastate Permit To Transport Passengers In
Regular Route, Full-Service Scheduled Transportation” ODOT Form Number 735-9057p;
(c) Certification of liability insurance coverage as required by OAR 740-040-0010, and 740-0400020; and
(d) Information or documentation of the form of business organization for the motor carrier and
that the business and any assumed business name is properly registered in the Business Registry
maintained by the Oregon Secretary of State.
(5) Applications for new, Class 4A, 4E, 3A, 6A, or 7W permits must be accompanied by the
following:
(a) An “Application For Motor Carrier Account,” ODOT Form Number 735-9075.
(b) Verification of all applicable insurance coverage required by ORS chapter 825.
(6) Permits are non-transferable.
Statutory/Other Authority: 184.619, 823.011, 825.232
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 825.100, 825.102, 825.104, 825.106, 825.108, 825.202

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-015-0020
Definitions

For purposes of OAR chapter 740, division 15, the following definitions apply:
(1) “Agent” means a person or organization appointed or assigned by a Power of Attorney to
conduct all business on behalf of a motor carrier.
(2) “CCD” means the Commerce and Compliance Division of the Oregon Department of
Transportation.
(3)“Electronic record” means a record created, generated, sent, communicated, received or stored
by electronic means.
(4) “Electronic signature” means an electronic sound, symbol or process attached to or logically
associated with a record and executed or adopted by a person or organization with the intent to
sign the record.
(5) “Electronic transaction” means the exchange of an electronic record and, in those transactions
where an ink on paper signature would also be required under Oregon law, an electronic
signature, between a motor carrier and CCD for the purposes of:
(a) Facilitating access to public records or public information;
(b) Purchasing or selling goods or services;
(c) Transferring funds;
(d) Facilitating the submission of an electronic record or electronic signature required or
accepted by CCD; or
(e) Creating records upon which CCD or another person or organization will reasonably rely
upon and may use for audit purposes, including but not limited to formal communications,
notices, certifications and any other record that is issued under a signature.
(6) “Hardcopy” means a document printed on paper.
(7) “Motor carrier” means a for-hire or private carrier, as defined in ORS 825.005, and except for
the purposes of OAR 740-015-0040, includes any agent or person authorized by the motor
carrier to conduct business on behalf of the motor carrier.
(8) “PIN” means a Personal Identification Number assigned by CCD to a person or organization

to establish a secure means of authenticating the identity of a motor carrier when conducting
certain specified electronic transactions with CCD.
(9) “PIN transaction” means an electronic transaction that requires the use of a PIN assigned by
CCD. A PIN transaction includes but is not limited to the submission of a document or
information that is required by law or administrative rule to be “signed” or submitted to CCD “in
writing.”
(10) “Record” means a document or information that is customarily printed on paper, which
contains information relating to and evidencing the transaction of business between a motor
carrier and CCD.
(11) “Trucking Online” means the CCD Internet-based electronic transaction program found at:
www.oregontruckingonline.com.
(12) “Unique identifier” means a number, name, symbol or other identifier used singly or in
combination by CCD to uniquely identify a motor carrier, agent or vehicle to CCD. For example,
a driver license number, customer identification number, date of birth, place of birth, mother’s
maiden name, vehicle license plate number, vehicle identification number, account number, etc.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 184.619, 802.012
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 802.012

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-015-0030
General Provisions

An electronic transaction conducted between CDD and a motor carrier, including but not limited
to the submission of documents or information to CCD:
(1) Is voluntary and is made at the sole discretion of the motor carrier submitting the
information;
(2) Must be conducted through the CCD Trucking Online secure Web site at:
www.oregontruckingonline.com;
(3) Must be conducted in accordance with:
(a) The provisions of chapter 740, division 15 rules;
(b) All applicable laws and administrative rules; and
(c) Any instructions contained on CCD’s Web site; and
(4) Has the same level of legal protection and effect that is given to a hardcopy transaction and
may not be denied legal effect, validity or enforceability solely because it is conducted
electronically.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 184.619, 802.012
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 802.012

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-015-0100
Transactions Available

CCD will maintain a list of electronic transactions available and instructions on the CCD
Trucking Online Web site: www.oregontruckingonline.com.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 184.619, 802.012
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 802.012

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-200-0010
Annual adoption of Prorate Registration
(1) The provisions contained in the “International Registration Plan” (IRP), the IRP Audit
Procedures Manual and all amendments thereto in effect January 1, 2022, are hereby adopted and
prescribed by the Oregon Department of Transportation and apply to the apportioned registration
of vehicles. Unless otherwise revised by written delegation, the designated person to cast a vote
on an IRP ballot for Oregon is the Administrator of the Commerce and Compliance Division.
(2) In addition to the requirements described in section (1) of this rule, the following
requirements apply to Oregon-based motor carriers who participate in IRP:
(a) Records required to be maintained for distance data must denote intermediate trip stops;
(b) Audit assessments are subject to penalty and late payment charges described in IRP and the
IRP Audit Procedures Manual;
(c) Any person against whom a proposed assessment is made by the Department may petition the
Department for reassessment within 30 days after service upon the person of the assessment
notice. If a petition for reassessment is not filed within the 30-day period, the assessment
becomes final. If a petition for reassessment is timely filed, the Department will reconsider the
assessment. The decision of the Department upon a petition for reassessment will become final
30 days after notice of the decision is served upon the petitioner. A petitioner may submit a
request for hearing in the petition for reassessment; and
(d) If a request for hearing is timely received, a hearing will be scheduled and conducted in
accordance with the provisions of ORS Chapter 183. The petitioner will be provided a minimum
of 10 days’ notice of the time and place of the hearing. The Department may assess a penalty of
$150 for failure to appear at a scheduled hearing.
(3) The mileage reporting period for application and renewal purposes will be the previous July
through June twelve-month period.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 184.619, 823.011, 826.003
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 826.005, 826.007

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-200-0020
Adoption of Federal Rules Governing Payment of Heavy Vehicle Use Tax (HVUT)

The Department hereby adopts the rules of the United States Internal Revenue Service contained
in 26 CFR Part 41 (Excise Tax on Use of Certain Highway Motor Vehicles) and all amendments
thereto in effect January 1, 2022. These rules apply to carriers conducting operations subject to
ORS Chapter 826. As provided in CFR Title 26 Part 41.6001-2(b)(3), the Department will
suspend the registration of a vehicle for which proof of HVUT payment has not been received
within four months of the effective date of registration.
[Note: The Code of Federal Regulations Title 26 Part 41.6001-2(b)(3) (Proof of payment for
State registration purposes) referenced above is available at the Commerce and Compliance
Division, 3930 Fairview Industrial Drive SE, 97302.]
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 184.619, 823.011, 826.003
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 803.370(5), 826.007

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-200-0040
Adoption of International Fuel Tax Agreement

(1) The provisions contained in the International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA) Articles of
Agreement, the IFTA Audit Manual and the IFTA Procedures Manual, and all amendments
thereto in effect January 1, 2022, are hereby adopted and prescribed by the Oregon Department
of Transportation (ODOT) and apply to Oregon-based motor carriers who participate in IFTA.
(2) In addition to the requirements described in section (1) of this rule, the following
requirements apply to Oregon-based motor carriers who participate in IFTA:
(a) Records required to be maintained for distance data must denote intermediate trip stops;
(b) Records of monthly over the road and bulk fuel reconciliations must be maintained;
(c) The Department will assess a penalty of $50 or 10 percent of the amount of delinquent taxes
due, whichever is greater, for failing to file a return, filing a late return, or underpaying taxes due
on a return;
(d) The Department will assess a penalty of 10 percent of the amount of delinquent taxes due, for
additional assessments as the result of an audit;
(e) Any person against whom a proposed assessment is made by the Department may petition the
Department for reassessment within 30 days after service upon the person of the assessment
notice. If a petition for reassessment is not filed within the 30-day period, the assessment
becomes final. If a petition for reassessment is timely filed, the Department will reconsider the
assessment. The decision of the Department upon a petition for reassessment will become final
30 days after notice of the decision is served to the petitioner. A petitioner may submit a request
for hearing in the petition for reassessment;
(f) If a request for hearing is timely received, a hearing will be scheduled and conducted in
accordance with the provisions of ORS Chapter 183. The petitioner will be provided a minimum
of 10 days’ notice of the time and place of the hearing; and
(g) An amendment may be made to, or audit conducted of, a tax return not more than four (4)
years from the date the taxes or fees were filed.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 184.619, 823.011
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 825.490, 825.494, 825.555

Renewal Services
• Renew online, by mail, or in-person by appointment or
walk-in
• In-person appointments are preferred and will be given priority
over walk-ins

• CCD will actively communicate with carriers via Gov
Delivery notifications
• CCD will mail out renewal applications by the end of
October

New Carrier Education Program
Presented by James Buell, CCD Training Program Coordinator

Motor Carrier Education
Oregon Department of Transportation

OAR Changes per House Bill 3055
OAR 740-035-005
• Adds definition for “domiciled”
• Adds definition for “third party
agent”

OAR 740-035-0200
• Adds “domiciled” definition to explain
who has to attend.
• Adds Motor Carrier Education Program
fee and time of collection for motor
carriers.
• Adds Department will collect program
fee and disperse payment to approved
third party agent(s).
• Adds what “participate in the program”
means and identifies the requirements.
• Adds Department will conduct
spontaneous audits to ensure contract
stipulations are met.

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-035-0005
Definitions
For purposes of OAR chapter 740, the following definitions apply:
(1) A motor carrier is “domiciled” in Oregon if the motor carrier has an established place of
business in Oregon as specified on an application for authority.
(2) An “Established Account” results when the department has received and approved an
application for a motor carrier account or farm certification containing sufficient information to
identify the legal entity of the motor carrier.
(3) “Legal Entity” means an association, corporation, partnership, proprietorship, trust,
individual or other entity that has a separate existence for tax or other purposes of accountability
under law. A legal entity has standing to enter into agreements or contracts, assume obligations,
incur and pay debts, sue and be sued in its own right, and to be held responsible for its actions.
(4) A “Temporary Account” results when the department has issued an account number for the
purpose of issuing temporary passes but has not received or approved an application for a motor
carrier account or a farm certification.
(5) A “third party agent” is any person or entity authorized by the Department to implement or
conduct duties prescribed by the Department.
Statutory/Other Authority: 184.619, 823.011
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 823.027

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-035-0200
Motor Carrier Education Program
The Motor Carrier Education Program provides motor carriers with basic information required to
conduct motor carrier operations in Oregon. In addition to the provisions of ORS 825.402, the
following apply to the Motor Carrier Education Program:
(1) A motor carrier is “domiciled” in Oregon if the motor carrier has an established place of
business in Oregon as specified on an application for authority.
(2) Motor Carriers applying for authority for the first time or as required by ORS 825.402(3)
shall pay a non-refundable $200 Motor Carrier Education Program fee. The fee will be
disbursed as follows:
a. The Department shall charge a fee of $80.
b. Approved third party agents shall charge a fee of $120
c. All fees will be collected by the agency at the time the motor carrier applies for
authority and shall be distributed to the third party agents upon receipt of a class
roster as prescribed by the department.
(3) As used in ORS 825.402 and OAR 740-035-0200 through 740-035-0260, “Participate in the
program” means that a person having a substantial interest or control, directly or indirectly, in or
over the operations conducted or to be conducted under the certificate or permit issued to the
motor carrier must participate in the Motor Carrier Education Program. Under these rules, a
motor carrier is not required to participate in the Motor Carrier Education Program more than
one time except when motor carriers are required to participate additional times under ORS
825.402 (3).
(4) The Department will conduct spontaneous training audits to ensure the education curriculum
and contract stipulations are met.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 823.011, 825.402
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 825.400, 825.402

Chapter 740
Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Transportation Division
740-035-0260
Motor Carrier Education Curriculum
The Department will provide motor carriers with the information needed to meet the
participation requirements. The Department will provide educational information including, but
not limited to:
(1) Driver Qualifications;
(2) Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Requirements;
(3) Motor Carrier Safety Regulations;
(4) Weight Mile Tax/Reporting Requirements;
(5) Authority Suspensions;
(6) Permissible Size and Weight Limits; and,
(7) Overdimensional Permits and How to Obtain Them.
Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 183, 469, 823, 824, 825
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 825.400

Questions?
Oregon Department of Transportation

Weight Mile Tax Evasion Study
Presented by Michael Bufalino, Research Manager, &
Tony Knudson, Research Coordinator

ODOT Research Program
helps deliver the mission of the agency by:

Researching,
developing,
testing &
evaluating

New &
innovative

Materials,
methods &
processes
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The Value of Research
The research program is provides independent studies of transportation topics.

• Our number one product is high
quality applied transportation
research driven by a focus on
methodology
• At the start of each project we
work to clearly define
measurements and thresholds for
success
• Our work is a foundation for
others
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Weight Mile Tax Evasion Analysis
Goal: To update 1996 evasion study which relied on VMT
data.
Data used to estimate weight mile tax evasion in Oregon
• Observation data from WIM sites
• IRP data
• IFTA data

Estimated Tax
Evasion
Rates

• Using inspection, citation, and warning data with O/D
information the average trip length for each truck
observed at an Oregon weigh station was
determined.
• The average trip mileage for each weigh station was
then calculated, for both inter- and intra- state
mileage.
• This average mileage was applied to all observed
trucks at the weigh station, which combined with
WMT tax account numbers generated a carrier level
estimate.
• This estimate was then compared to the reported
mileage by that carrier in the same tax reporting
period.
• Carriers are then binned into categories of 1). No tax
return, 2). Underreported mileage, 3). “0” WMT
miles, but screened, 4). In compliance

IRP & IFTA Data
IRP Analysis
• Match IRP USDOT number to WMT
returns. Not all states require
USDOT number along with an IRP
number when registering.
• Percent difference =
(𝑊𝑀𝑇 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒−𝐼𝑅𝑃 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒)
× 100
𝑊𝑀𝑇 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒

• Then looked at different
percentages of
over/underreporting.

IFTA Analysis
• Using the USDOT number,
compare WMT returns with IFTA
reported miles in Oregon.
• Percent difference =
(𝑊𝑀𝑇 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒−𝐼𝐹𝑇𝐴 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒)
× 100
𝑊𝑀𝑇 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒

• Similar to IRP data, over and
underreporting percentages were
calculated.

General Study Conclusions
• Each analysis gave similar estimates of evasion,
but there were some differences.
• The WMT return data is considered the most
reliable since it has the largest amount of
information and better quality control, easier to
match up USDOT numbers to carriers.
• IRP estimates were more similar to WMT
estimates than IFTA.
• The correlation between audit data and WMT
return estimates was quite good which also
indicates that analysis is reliable

1996 VMT analysis 3% - 7%
WMT analysis 8% - 12%
IFTA analysis 8% - 11%
IRP analysis 8 % - 11%

What’s Next for the Study
• A report covering the first three chapters – literature
review, methodology, and analysis will be published soon.
• A pilot study looking at screened/unscreened trucks was
conducted in Portland the data is currently being analyzed.
Questions related to study/methodology

The Work Ahead
What the analysis tells us
• Highlights not only evasion
but identifies vulnerable
points where we are most
likely subject to evasion

Future investment strategy
• Future Clearing House
Data
• Tolling
• Partnership with
Washington
• Audit tools

Questions?

New Load Ratings for Oregon Bridges
Presented by Anthony Barghini, Over Dimension Permit Program
Manager

Load Rating
All Oregon bridges must
be rated by February
2023.
This is a federal
mandate.
•
•

New, heavier vehicles
More traffic

Weight Restrictions
• History does not guarantee future performance.
• If a bridge can’t carry standard legal vehicles, a weight
restriction may be necessary.
• The FAST Act mandate: Evaluate all 1,175 bridges within one
mile of an Oregon Interstate.

Why? Different stress on the bridge!
Standard Truck

16 k

17k 17k

15’

4’

Some Emergency Vehicles

24 k

31k 31k

15’

4’

Thank you.

OREGON TRANSPORTATION PLAN UPDATE
Presented by Erik Havig, Statewide Policy & Planning Manager

OTP Plan Contents
Existing Conditions and Trends
• Defines where we are today

• Identifies the needs and opportunities of the future

Vision
• Defines “where” we are going

Goals, Policies, and Strategies
• Defines “what” we will do to get there

Investment and Implementation
• Defines “how” we will prioritize and balance
objectives, as well as explain the tradeoffs

Decision-Making Structure

Preliminary High-Level Timeline

Oregon Highway Plan

THANK YOU AND QUESTIONS

Administrator’s Report Out
Presented by Amy Ramsdell, CCD Division Administrator

House Bill 2985
Directs Oregon Department
of Transportation to ensure
that membership of advisory
committees reflects racial
and ethnic and ability
composition of Oregon.

• Strategic Action Plan
Alignment
• ODOT’s Equity Priority
• 2022 MCTAC Structure &
Membership

Oregon Chain Laws
Keep Oregon Moving
•
•
•

Ad Campaign
Industry Partnership
Roadside Education (chain
checks, POE info, and
progressive compliance)

Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)

Agenda Build
for
January 2022

What Items would you like CCD to
consider for upcoming agendas?
•
•

